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A: It seems to be simply the fact that setlocale is
not able to assign the proper locale (which may
even be a variant of the same one) to the process
when started from bash. The Bash FAQ ( has a
slightly more detailed explanation. As you've
mentioned, you can circumvent the problem by
using a /bin/bash script instead. A: There is a race
condition in how when a locale is updated (such
as by setlocale(3), an LC_TIME locale needs to be
updated so that sort's date and time locale is used
correctly. And the converse - if LC_TIME is set to
something such as "en_US.UTF-8", then an
LC_TIME locale set by update-locale is ignored,
leaving only the LC_TIME setting in memory - so
now you will see languages where the date/time is
in English instead of the local one. So - setlocale
doesn't even have the notion of an "LC_TIME
locale" - it is simply an "LC_TIME setting" and if
there is not an LC_TIME setting at all, then it will
simply use the LC_TIME setting in memory. The
setlocale call is failing in that it is passing a NULL
to the LC_TIME setting, which is actually not a
valid setting. It is possible to manually set the
LC_TIME setting before the LC_TIME setting in
memory is changed by the setlocale call, but this
can be done only once on a particular invocation
of bash or other C shell, i.e. it can't be done each
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time you run your program. You may have a more
persistent problem - the locale has not been set at
all. If you do a dpkg-reconfigure locales, you may
need to run update-locale again, or re-installing a
locales package. A: You can try saving your locale
with: export LC_TIME="en_US.UTF-8" And then
update your environment: export
LANG="en_US.UTF-8" Enabling UTF-8 encoding is
enabled by default but to check if it is the issue:
cat -A Q: The product
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version of The Erotic was published in 1980 by
Ronald Steele in his book Beyond The Bedroom

Curtain. . . Youtube to P2P | Dvd2P2PÂ |
DVDtoP2P.com . DVD to P2P converter 3.1 - a free
Windows utility that converts DVD files to MPEG-2,
DivX and other formats.. Your link does not work

anymore: . The first version of The Erotic was
published in 1980 by Ronald Steele in his book

Beyond The Bedroom Curtain. . The first version of
The Erotic was published in 1980 by Ronald Steele
in his book Beyond The Bedroom Curtain. . This is
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Reinforces Surveillance: CCTV's Inevitable

Rise...12. gokhan demirkol gamze ozcelik tecavuz
izle 12 Â· The Irish Mail reports tonight. gokhan

demirkol gamze ozcelik tecavuz izle 12 Â· gokhan
demirkol ozcelik tecavuz izle.Alarmed, I turned

and the leaves parted, allowing me to see a dark
figure standing in the street, a shimmering black-

clad stranger. I saw a girl's face as she slowly
walked towards me, a small, slight girl, her eyes

black like her clothes, her hand outstretched,
empty. I had a curious urge to run, to hide, to curl

myself into the ground like a nest. Instead, I
walked back inside, her dark presence following
me, her eyes staring holes into the back of my

head. Her slow, deliberate steps followed me for
the remainder of the night, never letting me be
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alone. I would wake to find her standing by my
bed or sitting on the floor beside me, her face half

hidden by a curtain of long dark hair, her eyes
boring into me. These interactions had never

happened before, and I didn't know what to think.
It was all so strange, so bizarre. Was
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